**Characteristics of the innovation (RDT)**

*Inherently enabling adoption*
- Simplicity of RDT
- Trialability
- Observability of RDT accuracy
- Relative advantages over other diagnostic methods

*Requiring intervention*
- Treatment knowledge
- Relative risks over other diagnostic methods
- Reinventability
- Compatibility

**System antecedents for RDT**

*Absorptive capacity for innovation*
- Existing knowledge to facilitate or constrain implementation
- Formal mechanisms for learning

*Receptiveness of context for change*
- Willingness to change
- Trust in leadership
- Management structure

**Local readiness for RDT**

- Tension for change
- Capacity to evaluate
- Innovation-system fit
- Time for implementation

**Purveyor involvement**

- Training in RDT operation
- Training in diagnosis and treatment
- Troubleshooting and quality assurance
- Advocacy for adhering to results
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